JOB ANALYSIS, JOB DESCRIPTION &
SALARY STRUCTURE
Introduction
Base salary structures are management tools designed for compensation program administration.
Ideally, a salary structure will provide management with guidance to provide compensation that is
internally equitable, externally competitive, and cost effective. Pay structures typically group jobs
of equal internal value or worth into grades. This course discusses the importance of the design,
implementation, and administration of fair and equitable pay structures. We will examine different
approaches to pay delivery using market-competitive pay. We also analyze the differences
between merit pay and automatic progression salary increases. We focus special attention on the
challenges that compensation managers face in the design and implementation of a salary
structure. We will end this course with a review of the labor market, as no company can reasonably
expect to retain quality employees if it pays less than the competition. With this in mind, we will
show you how to use research software to determine competitive

Objective
•Understanding the fundamental of salary structure and its working.
•Defining and aligning the compensation philosophy with the business.
•Evaluating the job and create the job hierarchy .
• Creating and composing the salary ranges and structure that are competitive at marketplace.
•Exploring technical considerations for salary structure design .
•Carrying data analysis to determine the salary benchmark and non-benchmark jobs.
•Developing pay structure and determine the minimum pay range.
•Understanding he business case, gathering and validation.
•Establishing off the compensation philosophy and align to the business

Target Audience
This program is appropriate for HR & Finance professionals at all levels of experience who
would like to be more effective in managing their personal development needs . The program
would enlighten the followings aspects in building competence in compensation and benefits
role.
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